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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Anthony's Grill from Santa Fe. Currently, there are 18
menus and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What Allen Snell likes about Anthony's Grill:
I passed through Santa Fe and found this little gem for lunch. A pick and choose stir-fry that was good and fill the
spot nicely.Vegetarian options: You can choose all vegetables in your stir-fry as you like. I can't call it vegan as
meats are cooked on the premises. But there is a vegetarian restaurant right next door. read more. As a visitor,
you can use the WiFi of the restaurant free of charge, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit

outside and be served. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with
wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Ryan Lange doesn't like about Anthony's Grill:

The service was great. Overall I was disappointed with the food and let me tell you the food isn’t cheap. The
orange chicken reminded me of something you’d get at Sonic without much sauce. The rest of our food was
similarly meh. Benefit of the doubt…they were really busy so it might just be a preference thing, so if you are
interested it might be worth a try despite my experience. But I’ll go back to Chow’s or Jinja... read more. An
additional service offered by the restaurant is the catering service for visitors, the incredibly unconventional
fusion of various ingredients guarantees visitors an unforgettable taste experience of this expertly prepared

fusion cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Anthony's Grill. Anyone who finds the
everyday and generally known menus too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try

some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, the menu also includes delectable vegetarian recipes.
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P�z�
FUSION PIZZA

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN
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NOODLES

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CREAM CHEESE

RASPBERRY

CHEESE

OKRA

COCONUT

CHICKEN

VEGETABLES
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